[Peculiarities of brain mechanisms of compensation of oxygen-dependent energy deficit, organization of emotions and cognitive activity at delayed consequences of perinatal lesion of CNS of the hypoxic-ischemic genesis in children of 3-6 years with delay of psychic development].
There are summarized results of studies on peculiarities of formation of compensatory-adaptive mechanisms of brain circulation and respiration at oxygen-dependent energy deficit in the 3-6-year old children with delayed consequences of perinatal CNS lesion of the hypoxic-ischemic genesis and delay of psychic development (DPD) with use of the systemic-integrative approach and of parameters of superslow information-control systems of brain and of organism. In the examined contingent of children, differences have been revealed in development of emotional sphere and the higher psychic functions depending on character of disorganization of regulatory CNS functions and of the type of formed compensatory-adaptive mechanisms of autoregulation of cerebral circulation and of the system of external respiration.